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1.  Welcome to our report for 2011-12 

Bracknell Forest Adult Social Care writes a report every year about what has 

been happening in services for adults.  Last year, people said they found our 

2010-11 annual report interesting and useful and we had positive feedback 

and comments from a wide range of people and groups.  This is our report for 

the year from April 2011 to March 2012.  In writing this report, it was 

important that we talked to people who know about the issues affecting our 

Community.  Therefore we asked for and included the views of the following 

organisations in deciding what we should talk about in this year’s report: 

� The Learning Disability Partnership Board

� The Autism Partnership Board

� The Safeguarding Adults Partnership Board

� The Intermediate Care Partnership Board

� The Older People Partnership Board

� The Long Term Conditions and Sensory Needs Partnership Board

People also said that our report was well presented last year so we have kept 

to a similar style this year.  The report for this year says: 

� What we wanted to do

� What was important

� How well we did it

� The difference that made to people’s lives 

When we decided what was important for services for adults we looked at: 

� What the government says we should do

� What you said we should do

� Our own plans and strategies for how we are making things better. 

These are also written after listening to people in Bracknell Forest 

7
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To help us know how well we have done, we look at: 

� What you said in our Annual survey

� The figures we have sent to the Department of Health 

To help us provide good services, we work together with a range of different 

people: 

� The health service – hospitals and community teams

� Organisations who work in partnership with the council 

� People in the private sector 

� Voluntary groups

� Other people at the Council 

We worked with the health services to make sure: 

� That people only went to hospital if they had to

� That they could come home as soon as possible

� That people should decide how and where they should live 

8
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2.  The four main areas the Government says are 
important 

The Government has said there are four main areas we need to look at.  

These are: 

Enhancing quality of life for people with care and support needs  

helping people have worthwhile lives they enjoy 

Promoting independence, delaying and reducing the need for care 

and support  helping people to do what they can and want, when they 

want 

Ensuring people have a positive experience of care and support  

making sure that people who offer care are good at what they do 

Safeguarding adults whose circumstances make them vulnerable 

and protecting from avoidable harm  keep people who are old or 

disabled safe 

9
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3.   How we help people in the Community 

There are many ways in which we make sure this happens, and to make sure 

that people get the right kind of support, we have specialist teams to help 

them.  Each team has staff that have a lot of knowledge and skills in 

particular areas.  Our teams are as follows: 

The Community Response & Reablement team (CR&R) 

The Front Desk is the first team of staff who most people who are asking 

about Adult Social care will talk to.   They will make sure that people are then 

put in contact with the right staff to help them, and the first thing is to see 

whether people need help to get independent again.   It is also the main point 

of contact for people with long term conditions and older people.  People with 

Learning Disabilities or Mental Health problems usually contact the specialist 

teams.   All of our teams try to make sure that people have support to stay as 

independent as possible.     

CR&R work with Heatherwood and Wexham Park Hospitals, Royal Berkshire 

Hospital and Frimley Park Hospital.   They make sure that when people are 

ready to leave hospital, they have the right support.    They always try and 

support people to return to their own homes if they can, and stay as 

independent as possible. The service works 7 days a week and 24 hours a 

day and will respond to urgent needs within two hours. 

Disabled Facilities Grants (DFG) 

A team of Occupational Therapists sees whether it is possible to make 

adaptations to the houses of people who have disabilities, so that they can go 

on living there.  Money might be given to people for things like a stair lift, or a 

shower.  DFGs are a way of helping people live independently. 

10
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The Drug and Alcohol Action team (DAAT) 

Bracknell Forest’s DAAT team works with people who take illegal drugs, or 

who drink too much alcohol, or too many prescription drugs.   The staff help 

people to find ways of drinking less, or taking fewer drugs, or stopping 

altogether.  There are a number of special services to help them. 

Emergency Duty Services (EDS) 

The EDS team provides an emergency ‘out of hours’ service for adults and 

children across all of Berkshire.   They have particular responsibility for 

people who need social care, and for people who are homeless and need 

urgent help.  They give advice and information and also deal with things that 

are urgent and cannot wait until the next working day. 

Working with young people 

All the teams work with colleagues in services for children to make sure that:- 

� We work in a “joined up” way with all family members where this is 

needed 

� Young people with additional needs are supported well as they 

approach adulthood 

� Children who may be at risk are protected from harm

11
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Joint Commissioning Team

The role of the Joint Commissioning team is to help the Council and partners 

to understand what we need to do to make sure people have a choice of  

support to help them to live as independently as they can.   There are three 

parts of the Commissioning Team: 

� Brokerage: this team arrange some of the support for people to 

live in their own homes. 

� Contracts: this team deals with all the contracts the Department 

has with other organisations 

� Strategic Joint Commissioning:  this team helps to write the plans 

to make sure we have the right support for people  

Long Term Community Support (LTCS) team 

This team supports people with long-term care needs because of physical 

disabilities.   They also provide specialist dementia support to people in their 

own homes, or at Heathlands Residential and daycare support.   They also 

assess people to see whether they can have 

� Blue Badges,  

� Money to adapt their homes 

Like other teams they also help people to think about what help they may 

need in their homes, including Assistive Technology (things like alarms, 

special computers etc.), what help family carers might need, and whether 

people might be able to get special funding from the NHS (Continuing 

Healthcare Funding). 
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Mental Health Support 

The Community Mental Health Team (CMHT) and Community Mental Health 

Team for Older Adults (CMHT-OA) have staff from both the NHS and Adult 

Social Care.   They provide support to people with severe and enduring 

mental illness, including dementia (memory problems).  

There are a number of different teams in CMHT and CMHT-OA which:- 

� provide specialist assessments and services for people who may 

need special mental health services. 

� support for people with first onset of psychosis (people who are 

might be seeing or hearing things, or who are very frightened of 

what other people are doing).   Sometimes they may have to use 

special powers under the Mental Health Act to make sure people 

have the right treatment, even if they don’t agree.

� The Urgent Care team can visit people in their own homes 24 

hours a day, every day of the year. 

� The Dementia Advisor who works with people who have just 

learned that they have dementia, and their families.   The advice 

and information will help people to stay independent for as long as 

possible.  

Support for people with Autistic Spectrum Disorders

The team supports people who have difficulties because they have an Autistic 

Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and their carers.   They also work hard to help 

other people in the community understand what it means to have autism, and 

how they can help.  

13
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Support for People with Learning Disabilities 

This service supports adults with a learning disability.   There is a Community 

Team for People with Learning Disabilities (CTPLD), which has staff from 

Health and from the Council.   Like other teams, they help people to think 

about the support they need to live as independently as they can.   The staff 

will then help people by doing things like arranging support and activities, or 

get the right house to live in.   There are a number of people who help people 

to manage their behaviour, to learn new skills, to communicate better etc.     

Other support for people with Learning Disabilities includes a service that 

provides overnight breaks/holidays and daytime breaks for families.   This is 

based at Waymead.  There are also staff who help people to do a range of 

things such as get jobs, use the leisure services, and do things like drama 

and painting. 
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Bracknell Forest Safeguarding Adults Partnership Board 

The job of Safeguarding Adults Partnership Board is to make sure that 

different organisations work together to stop people who need extra help from 

being abused.   People from the following organisations sit on the board:- 

� Bracknell Forest Council – the Director of Adult Social Care, 

Health and Housing is the chairman 

� Thames Valley Police 

� Thames Valley Probation Trust 

� The NHS  

� BFVA 

� Berkshire Care Association 

Every year the board writes a report to tell people what has been happening 

to keep people safe, and what will happen in the following year to make sure 

things keep getting better.   You can find the report for 2011–2012 here:  

http://www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/safeguarding-adults-annual-report-

2011-to-12.pdf
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4.   Our four important areas 

There are four things that continue to be very important to us in how we 

develop services that we offer and what will happen in the future.  These are: 

Personalisation 

Personalisation in Adult Social Care is about giving people choice and control 

to help them to do what they can for as long as possible,  and do what they 

want to do, when they want to do it.   

In Bracknell Forest, staff continue to work to make sure that everyone who 

has a service paid for by the Council can have a Personal Budget.  A 

personal budget is an amount of money which the person can spend on 

support they need to live their lives.  People can choose to have the money 

themselves and arrange their own support or they can ask adult services to 

do this for them. 

The Bracknell Forest approach to making sure people have personalised 

support continues to work well.  People have been able to make choices 

about how they live their lives in many different ways.  This year, almost 9 out 

of 10 people received their support in this way.  This will get even better. 

Things can always get better and so the teams are always looking at that, 

and at getting a bigger range of support and activities for people. 

This report has stories from people who have been able to improve their lives 

because of the new way of doing things. 
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Enhancing Intermediate Care Support 

The team has tried out a new way of helping people to stay at home rather 

than go to hospital.   This made sure that people got help quickly.  The PCT 

gave us some money to continue to work in this way until 31 March 2013.  

Most referrals are to prevent people having to go into hospital. 

Working with others 

All the teams are working in a joined-up way to improve the way that people 

get care and support from different organisations. 

The local population 

The needs of people in Bracknell are changing.    

� They are living longer 

� There are more people from different countries

� There are more people with disabilities 

When services are developing, they must take into account 

the effect these changes will have. 
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5.   Enhancing Quality of Life for People with Care and 
Support Needs 

Our achievements over the past year, 2011-12 

An event to tell people about the Adult Autism Joint 

Commissioning Strategy was held in July.   There was 

information to help people in the community understand more 

about Autism.

����

The "three wishes" approach was started, and people can now 

say whether the support that they have had has helped them to 

achieve their aims.

����

Working within the “Home First” Policy, people were supported to 

return home from hospital which gave them time to make 

important decisions about whether they want to go into residential 

care.

����

The carers ‘drop in’ service at Heathlands Day Centre opened.   

This is open seven days a week and supports carers of people 

with memory problems.

����
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 A couple supported by our Older People and Long Term Conditions team: 

“Peter is in his early seventies and lives with his wife, Fay. He 
has a condition which means he has great difficulty in finding the 
right words to say. This has got worse over the past five years 
and he relies on non-spoken communication.  Peter has also lost 
the ability to understand conversations so that simple short 
sentences sometimes have to be repeated several times.  He 
used to attend a day-centre several days a week, which gave his 
wife a break. However, as his health got worse, he refused to go 
to the centre. His wife was caring for him day and night, seven 
days per week and began to feel exhausted.  
  
By having the support he wants, Peter has gone from relying on 
his wife for everything, including his personal care, to now 
employing his daughter in law, with whom he enjoys an excellent 
relationship.   

Peter’s wife, Fay has used the respite part of the Personal 
Budget to participate in golfing sessions at a local course, 
allowing her to spend time away with friends for valuable respite, 
and to get some exercise, helping her to improve her own health. 

Having a Personal Budget which they can use as they want to, 
has greatly improved life for this couple.  Fay says she is far 
more relaxed now, knowing that she will have an important 
regular break from caring and Peter is enjoying the contact he 
has with his daughter-in-law.” 
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Target measures achieved during 2011-12 

The code within the brackets, eg (1B), refers to measures defined by the 

Department of Health.  Further details can be found in the Department of 

Health's "The Adult Social Care Outcomes Framework: Handbook of 

Definitions".  By using nationally defined measures we can compare our 

results to other local authorities and maybe learn how they do things better. 

In 2011-2012, more people than in 2010-2011 said that they feel 

that they have as much control over their daily lives as they 

want to have (1B).

����

In 2011-2012, more people than in 2010-2011 were able to have 

as much choice as they wished about how they are supported 

(1C).

����

In 2011-12, more people with learning disabilities and mental 

health problems than in 2010-2011 were helped to find and 

keep a job.  (1E/1F). 

����

More people in 2011-12 than in 2010-2011 were able to live 

where they wanted to live – with friends or with family, rather 

than in residential homes unless that is what they wanted.  

(1G/1H). 

����
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What we plan to do over the next year, 2012-13 

We say we will… Our targets 

…..do more for people with 

Autistic Spectrum Disorders 

(ASD) in the community.   

A number of new things will start, including 

� a course to help people with ASD to 

understand their condition, and 

manage it better.   This will run 

through the year. 

� All staff in the Department will have 

training to help them understand 

about Autism.   This will happen 

through the year 

� During 2012-2013, the council and 

partner organisations will join in the 

ASD awareness week.   This is a 

National campaign. 

……further enhance our 

Intermediate Care Services. 

There will be short term accommodation in 

Bridgewell for people with Dementia so 

that they can have their care in a local 

setting.  Support will also be provided 

there for people when they are near the 

end of their lives.   This will be by July 

2012 

…..reduce the time which people 

have to wait for equipment to 

help them to have a bath safely 

at home. 

By the end of November, staff at 

Bridgewell, will offer assessments so that 

people can find out what will help them to 

bath safely at home.   They will be able to 

collect small pieces of equipment to help 

with bathing. 
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We say we will… Our targets 

…reduce the waiting times for 

people who need Blue Badge 

Assessments. 

People who think they need Blue Badges, 

will be able to visit a centre where their 

mobility will be checked.   This will happen 

by the end of November. 

….make sure that people with 

memory problems get the 

support they need when they 

leave hospital. 

By July 1012, when people leave hospital 

they will have support to:- 

� get home from the hospital ward, 

� with the right medicine,  

� have something to eat and drink 

when they get home and  

their regular support services will be told 

that they have returned home. 

…make sure that people with 

Mental Health problems have 

somewhere to stay while 

suitable houses or flats are 

found. 

By the end of the year (March 2013) there 

will be two new flats at Glenfield where 

people can stay until suitable houses or 

flats are found. 

….make sure that people with 

memory problems can get the 

right specialist support. 

By the end of the year, people will have 

said what other support they need, and a 

plan will have been written to say what is 

going to be done to make it happen. 
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Each year, we receive many compliments from people in the community 

about the work that we do – here are a few examples from 2011-12: 

“I can only say a big heartfelt thank you to all 
the staff who were involved with Mum and 
also dad over the years.  I don’t think she 
could have been any better looked after, 
when she was at home.” 

“The team at Heathlands have been 
kind, considerate and hugely 

professional.  Perhaps the biggest 
compliment I can pay is that Mum 
seems a different person, more 

confident, more aware, happier.” 

“My experience of homecare has 
been that it is professional, gently 
encouraging and hugely beneficial 
mentally.  To all who helped me, 

please thank them for the kindness 
they showed me and for providing 

the care in my time of need.” 
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6.   Promoting independence, delaying and reducing the 
need for care and support 

Our achievements over the past year, 2011-12 

Staff worked with a local charity to adapt a building in the 

Crowthorne area to provide flats for adults with a learning disability.  

Each person now has a tenancy and the support that they need. 

����

The Council decided on the best way to help Headspace, a 

community arts project, to become independent of the Council.    

This will happen by the end of the 2012. 

����

The Falls Service has started again, and is based in the Bridgewell 

centre.  In 2012-13, it will be run every week.  The Falls Services 

finds out why some people fall a lot, and then finds ways of stopping 

them falling so much.  

����

New arrangements for the Intermediate Care Service started which 

means there is support available every day, and that people receive 

more person-centred support.   

����

The Residential Intermediate Care service has changed, and staff 

need different skills to do a good job to support people who are frail.   

Managers know what staff we need, and have started to recruit to 

the jobs. 

����

There is now more support to carers      

� The Drop-in scheme for people with memory problems 

(dementia) now runs in Sandhurst as well as in Bracknell; and 

� the Council has paid for a range of leisure activities for new 

carers, and  

� launched the 40 Winks scheme so that carers get a good 

night’s sleep. 

����
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An example of care provided by the Community Response and Reablement 

Team to a 62 year old gentleman who was coming to the end of his life: 

“The Community Response & Reablement team were asked to 
support Ray, a 62 year old man who had of end stage Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (which affects the lungs and 
breathing). Ray was so ill that he was bed bound and semi-
conscious.  

Ray’s family were finding it more and more difficult to support him 
and it was important to get Ray the right care straight away.  

It was arranged for two carers to visit Ray twice a day.  The 
occupational therapist went to make sure the way the support 
was provided was safe.  All of this was discussed with his family. 

Sadly Ray died three days later.  However his family found the 
support very helpful, and were pleased that it was provided so 
quickly.   This meant that Ray could die at home, which was what 
he wanted.” 
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Target measures achieved during 2011-12 

Last year, the targets of fewer people going to live in residential 

and nursing homes were reached.    This meant people were able 

to stay at home. (2A). 

����

Older people who leave hospital and need support were still able to 

live in their homes three months later.  The target of 91% was 

reached. (2B). 

����

Fewer people had to stay in hospital longer then they needed to 

because the right support was not ready for them when they leave.   

(2C).  

����
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 What we plan to do over the next year, 2012-13 

We say that we will… Our targets 

….make sure people have 

access to information about 

social care and support. 

People will know where they can find 

information, including the i-Hub, Prevention 

and Early Intervention Publications and on 

the council website.   This will be updated as 

necessary through the year. 

….offer people who have 

dementia or other complex 

needs, special support 

(reablement) that will help  

them to stay as as 

independent as possible 

for as long as possible, so 

that they can choose how 

they want to live. 

More people living in the community will be 

supported to stay out of hospital, or get well 

enough to go home after being in hospital.   

This will be by having extra short term 

residential and intermediate care beds and 

staff will be trained to understand how to 

support people with extra needs. This will be 

by July 2012. 

…..make it easy for people 

to contact adult social care 

and get support if they 

need it. 

The teams that are the first staff people talk to 

when they call us will have the right skills  and 

knowledge to give people the right 

information, and to put them in contact with 

the right staff if they need to. 

....improve the lives of 

people with sight or hearing 

problems. 

A conference and a survey will be held so 

that   people with sight or hearing problems, 

and the people who support them can tell us 

what they need in Bracknell to help them.    A 

plan will be written by March 2013 to make 

sure we develop the right kinds of support.   
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We say that we will… Our targets 

…have sheltered housing 

for people fifty and over.   

The housing will be right for 

people who have special 

needs. 

Occupational therapy advice on designing 

homes that meet people’s changing needs 

will be offered to Bracknell Forest Homes.    

There will be on-site support available for 

people in their own homes 24 hours a day. 

The plans will be finished and agreed by 

January 2013. 

….make it easier for people 

to employ their own staff. 

There will be a Support with Confidence 

Register where the people who want to 

employ their own support staff can find 

people who will already have Enhanced 

Criminal Record Bureau checks and 

references. 

…..have new ways of 

supporting carers to remain 

healthy and well, and to do 

the things that are 

important to them as well 

as care for their family 

members 

We will decide which partner organisations 

are best able to help us 

� provide emergency respite for carers,  

� carers’ assessments,  

� support services, and  

� giving the Carers Grant money to carers. 

The new service will start in October 2012 

……. do more to help 

people with learning 

disabilities to be able to do 

the education and training 

they want. 

The Learning Disability Service will work with 

local partners to develop more courses, and 

to develop a “mentoring scheme” which will 

help people with all the things they can do in 

college.   This will be in place by January 

2012 
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We say that we will… Our targets 

…..make the services for 

carers of people with 

learning disabilities better. 

We will make the building at Waymead better 

so that:- 

� it is a much nicer building, especially for 

people who need to use wheelchairs, or 

who cannot move around very easily 

� Day time breaks can be provided from 

another part of the same building, so 

people don’t have to go to Eastern Road 

any more 

� People will have tried out a lot of other 

ways of having breaks away from the 

family home, which they may want to carry 

on doing in future. 
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7.   Ensuring people have a positive experience of care 
and support

Our achievements over the past year, 2011-12 

In 2011/12 the number of compliments went up to 168 from 136 the year 

before.   

The number of complaints went down from 37 to 30 complaints.   We 

investigate all complaints, to see whether staff could have done anything 

better.   We thought that people should have done things differently in 21 of 

the 37 complaints in 2011-2012, and in 14 complaints of the 30 complaints 

in 2011-2012.    We always try and learn from complaints to make sure that 

the same things do not happen again.   A report is written every year to tell 

people about the complaints and compliments.   This can be found here.   

http://www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/adult-social-care-and-health-annual-

complaints-report-2011-12.pdf

There is a Care Governance process.   This helps managers to understand 

when there are problems in Homes or with other support servces.    Staff 

that work with those services to help them get better so that people are safer 

and get better support.   There were fewer problems in homes and services 

that we have been supporting in this way.   This information is in a report 

which can be found here http://www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/safeguarding-

adults-annual-report-2011-to-12.pdf
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Target measures achieved during 2011-12 

More people using adult social care than in 2010-2011 said that 

they were happy with the support which they receive.  The target 

of doing better than in 2010-11 was reached (3A). 

����

More people than in 2010-2011 said that they find it easy to find 

information about adult social care.  The target of doing better than 

in 2010-11 was reached (3D). 

����

In 2011-12, compliments and complaints were recorded and a 

report was written.   This can be found here:  http://www.bracknell-

forest.gov.uk/adult-social-care-and-health-annual-complaints-

report-2011-12.pdf

����
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What we plan to do over the next year, 2012-13 

We will… Our targets 

…develop Heathlands into a 

“centre of excellence” for people 

with memory problems.  

The Dementia Home-care Team will 

work from Heathlands Day Centre from 

July 2012.      People only need to go to 

one place for support from the Council, if 

they want to, and all the staff will know 

people so that the support can be 

person-centred. 

…make sure that if they need 

them, people will have 

independent advocates to help 

them to be in control over how 

they wish to be supported. 

There will be independent advocacy 

services for all people who need 

support, and people will know how to get 

an advocate. 

Social Care staff will understand about 

independent advocacy, and when 

people might need it.   

This will be by March 2013.        

…have a separate advocacy 

service for carers for when their 

needs and wishes are different 

from those of the person they 

care for. 

The Council will pay the charity Just 

Advocacy to provide advocacy 

specifically for Carers.  Carers can ask 

for this support themselves.   Other 

organisations can do it for them if they 

prefer.   This will be by September 2012 
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We will… Our targets 

….improve the support for 

young people approaching 

adulthood 

Young people and their families have 

been asked what information and 

support they need as they get nearer to 

becoming adults.  What they have said 

will be used to make sure the 

information and support improves all the 

time.    The plan will be agreed by 

December 2012. 
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Here is an example of a how a man has been supported by the Learning 
Disabilities team: 

“Robert is a gentleman with a diagnosis of Learning Disability & Autism.  
He used to live with his family, but spent a lot of his time alone in his 
bedroom.    He found it very hard to be with other people, and make 
friends. 

The team worked with Robert to understand his needs and wishes.   This 
included living in his own home with somebody else of his own age and 
interests.  

The team were able to introduce Robert to other people of his own age 
who also wanted to move, including Michael. Over time, Robert and 
Michael became good friends and decided that they would like to live with 
each other.  

We had worked with a local charity to develop some flats that people 
could afford.  Both Robert and Michael liked one of the flats, and wanted 
to live there.  They have now had support to live in their new home for a 
year and Robert is enjoying new relationships and friendships, as well as 
a better relationship with his family.   He now also has a part-time job.” 
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8.   Safeguarding adults whose circumstances make 
them vulnerable and protecting from avoidable harm 

Our achievements over the past year, 2011-12 

More people have been invited to their own safeguarding meetings, 

so that they are able to develop their own safeguarding plan.  
����

Target Measures achieved during 2011-12 

Four out of five people said that the support and services that they 

have make them feel safe.  (4B) 
����
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What we plan to do over the next year, 2012-13 

We say we will… Our targets 

…have an Appropriate Adult 

Scheme, of trained volunteers.   

“Appropriate Adults” support 

vulnerable people when they are 

being interviewed by the police. 

Six volunteer Appropriate Adults 

have been trained, and by mid-July, 

nine more will have been trained. 

…help people who misuse drugs 

and/or alcohol to use or drink much 

less, or to stop using drugs or 

drinking altogether.   

People will get the support they 

need from the Council or other 

organisations.   There are targets 

that the Government has set, and 

organisations will only be paid if 

they reach those targets.   This will 

be happening throughout the year. 

….make sure that people with 

learning disabilities know how to 

keep themselves safe from abuse 

from people who are pretending to 

be their friends (“Mate crime”). 

“Be Heard” (a self-advocacy group) 

will have support  to run courses for 

people with learning disabilities.   

These will help people to 

understand what they need to do to 

keep themselves safe,from people 

who are pretending to be their 

friends, and where to get help if 

they need it.   The courses will run 

fom September. 
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 This is an example of how a young man has been supported by the Drugs 

and Alcohol Action team: 

“Craig is a young man in his early 20’s who has a long history of breaking 
the law, for example, burglary, theft and violent offences.  This was 
caused by drinking too much 

It took a long time for the Drugs & Alcohol Action team to begin to help 
Craig, because he was very disorganised and did not trust people. 
Working with him in his own way, the team managed to build trust and a 
relationship with Craig that meant they could help him. 

The team worked with the probation service, and made a referral to Look 
Ahead housing and a home for Craig in Rainforest Walk was found. 
Craig’s level of alcohol intake and criminal behaviour reduced straight 
away. 

The team were then able support Craig to get work with a social 
enterprise scheme.  He started attending two days a week and is now 
attending for three days.   His drinking and criminal behaviour have got 
much less, and he recently helped to interview for a new manager for 
Look Ahead Housing.   

Craig now enjoys a new level of independence and faces a much brighter 
future.” 
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9.  Money 

This is what spent in 2011-12.  The total amount was £41.5 million and we 

managed our spending within budget.   

Bracknell Forest Council's draft Statement of Accounts 2011/12 can be found 
on the website: 

http://www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/draft-financial-statements-2011-to-
2012.pdf

Once certified (at the end September 2012) the Statement of Accounts 
2011/12 will be placed on the website: 

http://www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/annualaccounts

Actual Expenditure 2011-12 (£000s)
Direct Payments Other Services

Care Management

Nursing Care

Residential Care
Day Care

Supported Accom

Home Care

Equipment

Other Services £3,132k Care Management £5,699k Nursing Care £5,038k

Residential Care £11,065k Day Care £2,370k Supported Accommodation £744k

Equipment £405k Home Care £11,439k Direct Payments £1,571k
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This is what we think we will spend in 2012/13.  We think it will be £41.9 

million. 

Budget Gross Expenditure 2012-13 (£000s)
Direct Payments

Other Services

Care Management

Nursing Care

Residential Care
Day Care

Supported Accom

Home Care

Equipment

Other Services £4,915k Care Management £5,508k Nursing Care £4,792k

Residential Care £9,307k Day Care £2,540k Supported Accommodation £716k

Equipment £387k Home Care £11,962k Direct Payments £1,771k
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10.   Facts & Figures for 2011-12
1 

Summary 

Bracknell Forest Council has an adult population of 89,346 people, of which 

14,307 people are aged 65 or over.  During 2011-12, Adult Social Care & 

Health: 

� Received 3,370 contacts and referrals 

� Assessed 1,807 people and 800 carers 

� Provided packages of care to 2,563 people 

� 364 carers received respite and/or other carer specific services and 

436 received information and advice 

� 1,304 people and carers were able to have as much choice as they 

wished about how they were supported (1C) 

Residential Care and Nursing Care 

� 44 people were admitted on a permanent basis to residential care (2A) 

� 57 people were admitted on a permanent basis to nursing care (2A) 

People with Learning Disabilities 

� 46 people with a learning disability were helped into employment (1E) 

� 259 people with a learning disability were in settled accommodation at 

their last review (1G) 

1   Figures are based on the Office of National Statistics Mid-Year estimates 

for 2010 
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People with Mental Health Problems 

� 32 people with mental health problems were helped into employment 

(1F) 

� 170 people with mental health problems were in settled 

accommodation at their last review (1H) 

Complaints and Compliments 

� There were 168 compliments and 30 complaints received by Adult 

Social Care 

Other information 

� In total in 2011-12, there were 43 people who had to stay in hospital 

longer then they needed to because the right support was not ready for 

them when they came out.  Bracknell Forest Council were responsible 

for 16 of those people, and shared the responsibility for a further 8 

people with the NHS. 

� Bracknell Forest Council received 338 safeguarding alerts  

� 102 people who left hospital and needed support, were still able to live 

in their own homes 91 days later (2B) 

� 466 people out of a possible 589 had as much control over their daily 

life as they want/adequate control over their daily life (1B) 

� 364 people out of a possible 572 were happy with the support they 

receive (3A) 

� 353 people out of a possible 571 found it easy to find information about 

adult social care (3D) 
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Local Account for 2012-13 

We will also be asked to provide a Local Account for next year (2012-13).  

Your views are important to us and therefore we would like you to tell us 

about: 

� Which social care services you would like us to talk about in the Local 

Account and what you want to know about them 

� What services you think Adult Social Care should be focusing on 

Please contact us with any feedback by email to: asc.performance-

management@bracknell-forest.gov.uk or by post to: Performance 

Management Team, Adult Social Care, Health and Housing, Time Square, 

BRACKNELL, RG12 1JD. 
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